General Assembly - 27th Session
UNHQ, NY, 9 November 1972
UN 16mm Comp & Mag Striped Colour
Original & Kinescope 828'
½" Tape: LT-1360

2081 Plenary Meeting (film and kinescope coverages) - Intl. convention on principles on artificial earth satellites for direct TV broadcasting.

Film Coverage - LT-1360

1 mcu Viktor L. Issraelian (USSR) speaking in Russian (explanation of votes) - for B&W coverage of the same speaker see 028-121.

2 mcu Robert C. Tyson (USA) speaking (explanation of vote).

3 mcu (False start)

4 mcu President Stanislaw Trepczynski asking in French for vote on resolution #1 as a whole - pan to illuminated voting panel during vote - President giving result of vote in French. Pres. asking for vote on resolution #2 - pan to illuminated voting panel during vote - reverse pan to Pres.
028-120 (Card 2)

giving result of vote in French. 473 112
Kinescope Coverage with Mag Stripe
Ditto #1 (shot in extenso) 828 355

Sound: A/PV 2081